
Grant Organizer and Research Volunteer

About:
The Flavor Continues (TFC) est. 2019, is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization based in Greater
Boston, Massachusetts, USA. Spearheaded by members of the street and club dance
community, TFC pursues the creation of a sustainable foundation for the culture. The
formation of this organization is in response to the never ending need to provide resources
and uplift those in the marginalized communities through pursuit of education, employment
equality, and social justice. Seeing value in the spiritual, physical, emotional, and mental
blessings various street and club dance cultures bring to the world, TFC has a centralized goal
in sharing these gifts with the general public by providing boundless opportunities for
participation.

Starting as an organization focused solely on curating dance events, TFC soon found
themselves at the intersection of historical and community preservation, education, and
public health. Now, TFC seeks to evolve the culture by continuing to serve through
transformative and novel methods in its programming. In collaborative efforts to work
alongside other organizations and individuals, TFC strives to open up opportunities for fellow
creatives to strengthen their connections with one another through various mediums and
platforms, generating an ecosystem that fuels and bridges both the creative and professional
landscape. In joining us, you will become a part of the journey in trailblazing for our
community by partaking in our efforts of hosting events, community engagement
opportunities, working with the youth, or in other projects around cultural cultivation.

Take a look at our website at www.theflavorcontinues.org, or instagram @theflavorcontinues!

Fluid Opportunity:
We operate in a fluid working model, allowing you to create your own opportunity if none of
our currently established ones fit you. If this is something you’re interested in pursuing,
please fill out the TypeForm (listed below) with the appropriate information.

http://www.theflavorcontinues.org


Role Description:
- ** DISCLAIMER: THIS IS AN UNPAID VOLUNTEER POSITION
- Commitment of 5 hours per week for a total of 3 months, with potential renewal. Start

and end dates flexible.
- Researching and compilation of Grants and Foundations from resources such as

Grantstation and the Foundation Directory, listing the deadlines, types of funding, and
so forth as relevant to the organization.

- Compiling contact information
- Researching related organizations and their funding resources
- Following up with received grants and keeping contact with the Foundations.
- Scheduling meetings between the ED and Foundations when necessary.
- Work with Salesforce as an administrator, learning the platform and organizing

information as required.
- Reporting directly to the Executive Director.

Requirements:
- Must be able to work independently.
- Strong organizational capabilities with large spreadsheets and large amounts of data.
- Demonstrate strong research capabilities.
- Strong interpersonal skills.

Resume not required but welcomed. If in possession, please email a copy of this to
info@theflavorcontinues.org and complete the application using Typeform at
https://rgmdlmb9hhh.typeform.com/to/rgYd3GvJ.

Thank you so much for your interest! Looking forward to hearing from you.

The Flavor Continues...
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